Colon, Heriberto
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Colon, Heriberto
Tuesday, May 04, 2010 1:27 PM
'John Esplin'
RE: REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL NO. RS-ADM-10-412 ENTITLED "FAIMIS ACQUISITION
TRANSITION SUPPORT SERVICES"

Good afternoon John
Please see our responses in RED below.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Administration
Division of Contracts
Contract Management Branch No. 2
301-492-3620
301-492-3437 (Fax)

From: John Esplin [mailto:john.esplin@centeva.com]
Sent: Monday, May 03, 2010 3:56 PM
To: Colon, Heriberto
Cc: 'Jan Esplin'
Subject: RE: REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL NO. RS-ADM-10-412 ENTITLED "FAIMIS ACQUISITION TRANSITION SUPPORT
SERVICES"
Eddie,
Thanks for providing the draft RFP, it is well written and addresses most everything I had been anticipating. Having
completed my initial assessment, I have only the following questions:
"

Can the NRC provide a list of the Regional Contracting Offices and Special Technical Program Offices that likely
possess data requiring migration? The list doesn't need to be absolute but close enough to provide Centeva
with a means to evaluate the effort of contacting, evaluating, acquiring, and preparing their data.
Confirming our PHONCON, the NRC Regional Offices and the Technical Training Center (TTC) have
delegated authority to issue their own IAA's and Lab Agreements with DOE. Below is the most current
list of IAA and DOE Lab Agreements for each.
NRC Region I - Currently has not IAA's
NRC Region I! - Currently has no IAA's
Region III - Currently has no IAA's
Region IV - Currently has 2 active IAA's
TTC - Currently has 3 Active IAA's and 6 DOE Lab Agreements

"

Though it is anticipated that the Project Manager and many of the other migration team members would be
working on-site at NRC, is it possible to allow several team members to work on this effort remotely via VPN

I

access to NRC? Centeva has two individuals located in Salt Lake City that it desires as part of the analytical and
mapping team. Due to IT Security requirements, VPN access to NRC will not be provided.

Though I don't believe it was called out directly in the RFP, is it NRC's expectation that the Agency would provide
laptops and/or workstations for those Centeva team members working on-site? Workstations will be provided
for staff normally on-site, subject to obtaining appropriate security clearances.
"

Is there a need for Centeva to provide any ancillary data from AAMS such as user profile data, Action Types,
ProDoc Document Types, Milestone and Milestone Plans, Standard Addressing, Template ProDoc Documents,
etc.? The Momentum vendor has indicated that when conversion/migration occurs, they will be able to
bring all supporting information along with it from AAMS. Based on this, we don't see a need for this at
this point; however, if there is a specific recommendation or suggestion for us, based on something we
have not thought of, we would appreciate it. In terms of user profile data, etc., however, the NRC
require it in the data warehouse.

*

Is there a need for Centeva to provide any ancillary data external to AAMS such as FPDS user profiles (and their
mapping to AAMS user profiles), etc.?See response to previous question.

*

Though Centeva expects to remain flexible and open in its support of NRC needs, it might be beneficial if some
type of not-to-exceed statement could be added to the SOW in order to limit the number of optional
procurement support services to be provided at any given time. If this limit cannot be reasonably established at
this time, a statement indicating something akin to the following would be beneficial:
"It is not anticipatedthat more than "X' number of procurement supportpersonnel will be
requiredat any one time. If a need to exceed this number is identified, NRC will work with the
vendor to ensure adequate time is grantedto make these resources available."
Sufficient hours are included that we could have multiple people in each labor category for the period of time
the services may be required. For example, if we have a sudden surge and need support because Specialists are
out in training, data clean-up is required, etc., it would likely be more than one person in each category.

Thanks again!
John Esplin I Executive Vice President
Centeva, LLC
801.455.8353
From: Colon, Heriberto [mailto:Heriberto.Colon@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 10:16 AM
To: 'John.esplin@centeva.com'
Subject: RE: REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL NO. RS-ADM-10-412 ENTITLED "FAIMIS ACQUISITION TRANSITION SUPPORT
SERVICES"

April 30, 2010
Centeva LLC
2

